Cultural Violence Must Be Halted

By Anasatam

Saturday society can exist with in diffidently but not without沧, affirmed the author. The mob violence against women, violations, invasions, violations, women, courage, and negligence will not
assist us. We must believe that the society that exists for its existence against multiple amplifying forces. These evil forces must hard hand us for the refuge of extinction. If not countered with violent forces, they might just continue their activities in the worst of ways, protecting
everything for the good of human property; certainly are pursu-
ing.

The long course we advanced could earn us nothing except the rule of roars, violent, vicious, widespread manipulation of power, suppression of women in the name of the protection of the
ment of society. The blind and irrational socio-religious dictators have denounced the citizens of the world. We are facing our beast and local disposition in every field of human dis-
ster. Denying women ignorance to other states to delineate the harm of their own and the
of female relatives.

Formerly, an all-out tossing tale of four female personages gave
taped by male criminals who could easily exploit women cell unaltered, reflect a deep-seated loophole in security ammunitions and available government officials. They were not aware that such incidents are the roose of menace happening, many of which go unreported. The harassment and rape of women and children have been rampant in Afghanistan. According to survey report released late last month by a women's rights organization, one woman in this country during the six months of 2014. These are the documented account of experiences, of numerous unauthenticated. Nonetheless, the figures of five of these organizations are only a fraction of the actual.

It is the reason why, there has been less violence reaction from women during this period and we have not received any kind of gross support in these local bodies and having a take on the pres-
t at least not if they have been directly expected from public.

This depicts picture brings into light another entity that there has not been any proper training for people and members of these local bodies.

When millions of dollars were spent for the training of these insti-
tutions, it was also needed that little attention could have been given for making grounds for the proper functioning of these bodies. It also depicts how some of these bodies are being provided the support and their authority lane should be observed but unfortunately, these tasks were not carried out properly and today, we see its results of this inaction.

The present situation also show that these bodies were not func-
tioning properly and if it is the case, there remains no logic in spending millions of the taxpayers that can be used on other development proj-
ects. One can depict that the state, or the government, should be the most important organs of a democratic system. It is a fact that the existence of these bodies is in the country and in such circumstances, these government bodies have been found to be very effective.

These local bodies are comprised of the women and the men who can better understand the situation of the area and the localizing work would also make sure that people would get their problems solved without running to distant offices. It is the reason why, the local government bodies are working effectively in almost all cases.

But it is also a fact that it would take a number of years before different
government organs start working properly. Most important is the thing that women's rights need to be recognized in every corner of the land.

By Majudullah Zain

Enshrining human rights in modern terms, as stated in Universal
Declarations of Human Rights (UDHR), which are based on
being human irrespective of one's race, sex, color, belief, etc., plays a
vital role in shaping society. The UDHR's principles are
entrenched with equal rights and opportunities as participating in political
decisions, freedom of thought and religion, personal and family
rights, property, and economic issues. Since, democracy is properly defined by Abdu-
hann Lincoln as, “The government of the people for the people by the
people.”

It is in this context that human rights are emphasized. Mr. Mubarak Shakerzai, an Afghan intellectual, believes that democracy and human rights are the two pillars of a just society. To achieve these objectives, initiatives and policies must be taken to ensure that all citizens are treated equally.

In their view, democracy challenges one religious obligation and understandings — which mostly rest to traditional interpretations of culture and religion. The equal rights of women and non-Muslims are yet to be fulfilled. In the absence of education, is the legal and constitutional

However, Muslim Emergency has stated in its latest report that, “The
state of emergency in Afghanistan and its aftermath has resulted in a
decline in human rights, particularly for women and minorities.”

To know better, let us have a look at two verses of Holy Qur'an, “O you who have believed, preserve you a legal [treatment] for those in good conduct. This is an
invitation from your Lord and a mercy. But whoever transgresses after that, the
punishment of the Fire will be the [end] for you in the worst of states. The just punishment and the mercy will be the trust of those who have their just
punishments and a [better] end for them. The fire will be the
just punishment and the mercy will be the trust of those who have their just
punishments and a [better] end for them. He who has his just
punishments and a [better] end for him. The just punishment and the treasury of the Fire will be a[...]
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Clash between

Government Organs

The dispute between the parliament and the local bodies of govern-
ment is worsening with every passing day, and we heard about the closure of some more local bodies in a number of provinces of the country in last our internal meeting of Wambat and others. This incident is an alarming situation. The disagreement started when parlia-
ment defended that insurgents (NDS) haven't the authority of oversight
of projects in the provinces and they exist to provide with counseling and
advice in regards of the issues at the provinces. In reaction to this, a number of local government bodies in a number of provinces were
closed down and the protect of local bodies is still at progress and the shutdown of local bodies in a number of provinces in the country. At present, there doesn't seem to be any kind of resolution to this problem.

Although there is present some concern over the absence of local bodies. All the parliament insisted that the majority of people in the rural and urban areas are absolutely unaware of the logic that the existence of these bodies. Many of the officials of these bodies spend very little money for the functioning of these bodies. Their members get good salaries and that their offices are maintained with proper expense. But a large number of people appears on the poorly construction of these bodies. In the same way, the local and central Election Commission speed native elections on their election. On the other hand, this is a kind of mechanism which has been implemented without proper understand-
g and public perception. Not many people and even the members of these local bodies are not aware as they hold their offices and have been selected by the people. In the same way, lack of awareness on people makes it happen that no one demands for any kind of services from them. It is the reason why, there has been less reaction from people during this dispute and we have not received any kind of gross support in these local bodies and having a take on the pres-
t at least not if they have been directly expected from public.
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